Alvar Aalto: Turun Sanomat Building, Åbo, Finland. 1930 Newspaper Presses

Industrial building raised to the level of architecture by fine proportions, smooth surfaces and carefully studied forms. The shape of the concrete supports expresses frankly the structural stresses.
Uno Åhren: Flamman Soundfilm Theatre, Stockholm. 1929

Acoustical considerations determine the shape of the interior. The posts appear as mere lines of support. Lighting fixtures alone decorate.
Josef Albers: Living Room in the Berlin Building Exposition. 1931

Wooden chairs designed without reference to tradition. The color throughout is that of the natural materials.
Marcel Breuer: Apartment Bedroom, Berlin. 1931
E.G. Asplund: Pavilions at the Stockholm Exposition. 1930

Asbestos sheathing and large windows in light frames produce an excellent surface for wood construction. Off-white walls of side pavilions contrast with green of center pavilion. Skilful decorative use of lettering and colored flags.
Hans Borkowsky: Dapolin Filling Station, Kassel, Germany. 1930

Dominating roof plane over transparent screen wall. Colors: brilliant red and white for advertisement. A design easy to standardize. Compare with standardized American station on page 121.
Brinkman & Van Der Vlugt: Van Nelle Tobacco, Tea & Coffee Factory, Rotterdam. 1928–30

An industrial building admirably composed of three sections, each devoted to a separate function but with the same structural regularity throughout.
Erik Bryggman: Finnish Pavilion at the Antwerp Exposition. 1930

Rich surfaces of varnished plywood. Lettering used effectively in silhouette.
THE STANDARDIZED PLAN

IN THE ILLUSTRATED STATION THE PLAN IS REVERSED AND SLIGHTLY MODIFIED.
Clauss & Daub: Filling Station, Standard Oil Company of Ohio, Cleveland. 1931

Red, white and blue color dictated by advertising. White band unduly heavy. Good lettering. One of a series of forty stations. Asymmetrical placing of door and shop window as shown in plan is superior to the arrangement in this station.
Le Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret: Single House and Double House at the Weissenhof-siedlung, Stuttgart. 1927

The single house derives from the "Citrohan" project of 1921. The double house is an extreme example of open interior planning. Projecting rear wings distinguished by being painted pale green. Window arrangement is brilliant and disciplined.

Covered terraces, which are included in the simple rectilinear volume of the building, produce an asymmetrical composition. The prevailing color is cream-white. At the back of the terraces one wall is grey and one green to emphasize the planes.
Le Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret: Savoye House, Poissy-sur-Seine. 1930

The white second storey appears weightless on its round posts. Its severe symmetry is a foil to the brilliant study in abstract form, unrestricted by structure, of the blue and rose windshelter above. The second storey, as shown by the plan, includes the open terrace within the general volume. Thus the single square of the plan contains all the varied living needs of a country house.
Living Room and Terrace

Only a sliding glass wall separates the living room from the terrace. Ramp and circular staircase, with the related patterns of window muntins and railing, are skilfully composed.

Architectural detail especially fine: the relation of round pier to supported beam, the curved planes of the stair, the placing of the door and its light enframement.
Le Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret: Lodge at Savoye House, Poissy-Sur-Seine. 1930

The small lodge is consistent in design with the main house shown on the previous page. It might well serve as a unit dwelling in a housing project.
Living Room

South wall of transparent, translucent and opaque panels, ceiling of plywood in natural color and floor of local tiles. Furniture by René Herbst and Hélène de Mandrot.
Le Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret: De Mandrot Villa, Le Pradet, Near Hyeres. 1931

Combination of masonry and isolated post construction. Non-supporting wall sections are of stucco or glass. Badly placed wooden fly-screen frames mar the fenestration.

Simple composition of rectangular forms and oval stair tower. The hedges and the tree make a striking contrast with the white marble. The hedges are set in sliding boxes operated electrically. Thus either complete privacy or a magnificent view toward the center of the city may be enjoyed. The upper enclosed area, a sun bath, has a floor of grass and walls of pale sky-blue.
Eisenlohr & Pfennig: Breuninger Department Store, Stuttgart. 1931

The window frames are bronze and the walls are surfaced with stone plaques. The set-back is better handled here than in the department store on page 185. Curved corner and lettering break the monotony. The design is disciplined but lacks individual distinction.
Otto Eisler: Double House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1926

Effective asymmetrical composition. There is too much variety in the size and spacing of the first floor windows in an attempt to achieve a progressive rhythm. The thick window frames appear even heavier because they are light-colored instead of dark.
Otto Eisler: House for Two Brothers, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1931

Extreme regularity relieved by the asymmetrical shelter on the roof and by the large window on the ground floor. The proportions are rather heavy but the general effect is lightened by the balcony railing, surfaced with red artificial stone.
1931

The large glass area is particularly suitable in a dull, foggy climate. Compare the hotel in Corsica, page 181, which has small windows to keep the interior cool and dark.
GROUND FLOOR
L. Figini and G. Pollini: Electrical House at the Monza Exposition, Italy. 1930

The same unit of measure in window muntins and railings produces a subsidiary rhythm.
Le Corbusier & Pierre Jeanneret: Annex to Church Villa, Ville D’Avray. 1929. Living Room

Placing of fireplace and chimney away from the wall avoids the traditional massive effect. Startling use of circular skylight. Furniture by Le Corbusier and Charlotte Perriand.
Bohuslav Fuchs: Pavilion of the City of Brno at the Brno Exposition, Czechoslovakia. 1928

Piers and lintels of the substructure are unduly heavy. The circular staircase is good decoration though its utility is doubtful. The windows adjacent to the staircase are of glass tiles which harmonize in size with the handsome orange red tile of the wall surface.
Walter Gropius: Bauhaus School, Dessau, Germany. 1926. Living Quarters, Administration and Class Rooms

The separate wings, each with a different function—living quarters, classrooms, workshops—are skilfully composed. The checkerboard window arrangement of the living quarters contrasts with the ribbon windows of the classrooms and administrative section. An example of different functions emphasized by a different handling of regularity. The supports of the center section are awkward in shape.
Walter Gropius: City Employment Office, Dessau, Germany. 1928

Brick as a wall surface used successfully without traditional feeling. Architectural distinction given to a building of moderate cost. Skilful asymmetrical placing of the stair tower and vertical window.
Walter Gropius: Siedlung Törten, Dessau, Germany. 1928. Coöperative Store & Apartments

Sharp functional contrast between horizontal development of the stores and vertical development of the apartment house. Lettering, circular windows and flagpole are decorative elements. The top balcony is unnecessarily heavy.
Max Ernst Haefeli: Apartment House, Zürich. 1929

Pronounced wall capping and rough stucco break the effect of surface. Aluminum window frames are light and well grouped. The entrance bridges make good decoration.
Walter Gropius: Bauhaus School, Dessau, Germany. 1926. Workshops

The workshops have entirely transparent walls. A good illustration of glass panes as a surfacing material. The projection of the roof cap is unfortunate, especially over the entrance at left.
Otto Haesler: Kurzag Warehouse and Offices, Brunswick, Germany. 1930

Thorough application of the principles of contemporary design. The symmetry is functionally justifiable since the stairwell serves central corridors.
Otto Haesler: Siedlung Rothenberg, Kassel, Germany. 1930

The long bands of windows are made possible by steel construction. The inset balconies and the thick capping of the stairwells break the regular fenestration disagreeably. The stepping of the roof line, on the other hand, gives an interesting variety to the general system of regularity.
Otto Haesler and Karl Völker: Old People's Home, Kassel, Germany. 1931

The tall sections are built up of repeated units of living quarters. The low section in the center contains the common rooms; the low section to the right, the service quarters. These various divisions, each retaining its distinctive character, are brought into an orderly composition. The occasional verticals of the stairwells contrast with the general horizontality.
Hood & Foulhoux: McGraw-Hill Building, West 42nd Street, New York. 1931

The lightness, simplicity and lack of applied verticalism mark this skyscraper as an advance over other New York skyscrapers and bring it within the limits of the international style. The spandrels are sheathed with blue-green tiles. The metal covering of the supports is painted dark green. The set-backs are handled more frankly than in other skyscrapers, though still reminiscent of the pyramidal shape of traditional towers. The regularity approaches monotony except for these set-backs, which are determined by legal requirements rather than by considerations of design. The heavy ornamental crown is an illogical and unhappy break in the general system of regularity and weights down the whole design.
Howe & Lescaze: Philadelphia Saving Fund Society, Market Street, Philadelphia. 1931

The building will not be completed until the summer of 1932. The entire front is cantilevered. The relation of the base with its curved corner to the tower is awkward. The different parts of the building are distinguished by different surfacing materials: the base, housing the bank, of granite slabs; two intermediate storeys of limestone; the spandrels of the tower of brick.
Kellermüller & Hofmann: Jakob Kolb Soap Factory, Zürich. 1930

A low-cost building given architectural character by the distribution of the sections and the spacing of the standardized windows. The doors are unfortunately not composed of the same units as the windows.
A. Lawrence Kocher & Albert Frey: Harrison House, Syosset, Long Island. 1931

An experimental house with a skeleton of aluminum and with walls thinner than are permitted by urban building laws. Corrugated aluminum sheathing reflects the surroundings agreeably.
H. L. de Koninck: Lenglet House, Uccle, Near Brussels. 1926
The plane of the wall is unbroken either by window reveals or wall capping.
Josef Kranz: Café Era, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1929

Skilful grouping of windows with the different functions of ventilation, view and lighting. Light is provided in the stairwell by the use of translucent glass bricks. The general composition is overcomplicated.
Ludvik Kysela: Bata Shoe Store, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 1929

The window frames are light; the spandrels unusually thin. The lettering is both unarchitectural in character and inharmonious in scale.
Labayen & Aizpurua: Clubhouse, San Sebastian, Spain. 1929

The marine character of the design is justified by site and purpose. The projection of the terrace roof adds an unnecessary complication. Compare Emberton’s simpler treatment of the same problem on page 146.
J. W. Lehr: Volksstimme Building, Frankfort, Germany. 1929

Good use of glazed tile laid vertically. The walls are off-white. Projecting shelter for newspaper notices is grey with a brilliant orange post.
André Lurçat: Hotel Nord-Sud, Calvi, Corsica. 1931

Small windows keep the interior cool in a semi-tropical summer. The projections between the balconies isolate the separate studio apartments.
Sven Markelius & Uno Åhren: Students' Clubhouse, Stockholm. 1930. Roof Terrace

Successful design save for the thickness of the wooden windows and wall capping.
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Erich Mendelsohn: Schocken Department Store, Chemnitz, Germany. 1928–1930

Startling ribbon windows made possible by cantilever construction. Wall surfaced with stone plaques. The set-backs required by building laws give an unfortunate stepped effect, as in New York skyscrapers.
Erich Mendelsohn & R. W. Reichel: German Metal Workers' Union Building, Berlin. 1929–1930. Court

The photograph taken through a window like those across the court shows the extreme lightness of the frames. The stair tower is unsatisfactory in placing and proportion.
Theodor Merrill: Königsguppe Mine Works, Bochum, Germany. 1930

An example of revealed framework which except at great scale is less satisfactory than the usual method of sheathing the frame.
Miès van der Rohe: Apartment House, Weissenhofsiedlung, Stuttgart. 1927

Although symmetrical, the composition depends for its effect on general regularity, not on axial emphasis. Supports between windows treated as part of the wall surface. Despite severe regularity of construction there is great variety in the planning of the individual apartments.
Miès van der Rohe: German Pavilion at the Barcelona Exposition, Spain. 1929

As this was a pavilion at an exposition, æsthetic rather than functional considerations determined the plan. The walls are independent planes under a continuous slab roof, which is supported on light metal posts. The absolute regularity in the spacing of the supports does not prevent wide variety in the placing of wall screens to form separate rooms. Rich materials: travertine, various marbles, chrome steel, grey, black, and transparent plate glass.
Miöls van der Rohe: German Pavilion at the Barcelona Exposition, Spain. 1929. Inner Pool

Because of distinctive materials, the planes retain their independence. As a result the composition is of apparently intersecting, rather than merely enclosing, planes. The different textures, including that of the water, provide decoration. The Kolbe statue has a magnificent background and though isolated is an important part of the design.
Miës van der Rohe: Lange House, Krefeld, Germany. 1928

Unusual and successful use of brick in a building well above average cost.

The terrace, laid out geometrically, contrasts with the grounds which are planted naturalistically.
Miës van der Rohe: Tugendhat House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930. Garden Façade

A cantilevered parapet one hundred feet long above a wall of glass is the basis of the design. The house is tied to its setting by a monumental flight of steps.
Miö̈s van der Rohe: Tugendhat House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930. Street Façade

The house is so placed on a sloping site that the entrance is on the second floor. A slab roof across the entrance joins the garage to the house. The chimney is a strong vertical accent in an almost windowless façade.
Miés van der Rohe: Tugendhat House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930. Entrance

A wall of frosted glass curved around the stairwell lights the entrance hall. Simple but luxurious elements of decoration: the isolated bronze post, bronze window frames, reflecting surface of glass, the pattern of travertine paving, thin roof capping, the graceful railing and growing plants.
Miès van der Rohe: Tugendhat House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930. Library & Living Room

An onyx spur wall separates the library on the left from the drawing room on the right, but does not interfere with the open feeling of one large room. Black or white velvet curtains on chrome rails can separate the rooms more completely; curtains can also be drawn across the glass walls. The subdued color scheme—tan, beige, green, pearl grey, white and black—emphasizes the richness of the onyx and macassar wood, the brilliance of the chrome posts and plate glass.
Miès van der Rohe: Apartment Study, New York. 1930

Variety of surfaces—window wall covered by blue raw silk curtain, a wall of books on palissander shelves, white plaster ceiling, and straw matting on the floor. Chair of white vellum, desk of black leather. All supports of chrome steel.